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Low Energy Ion Beam Transport by Permanent Magnets 

K. W. Ehiers and K. N. Leung 

Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory 
University of California 

Berkeley, California 94720 

Abstract 

The guiding of a 300 eV divergent hydrogen ion beam by a surface 

magnetic field generated by samarium cobalt magnets has been investigated. 

It was found that magnets arranged in a multi-ring-cusp configuration 

produced the best beam transport efficiency. 
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Introduction 

Recently, a dc self-extraction negative ion source based on surface 

conversion of positive hydrogen or deuterium ions has been proposed for the 

production of high power neutral beams. 1  In this type of source, the H or D 

ions are formed on a concave, low work-function converter surface. They then 

accelerate radially across the plasma sheath and are self-focused at the exit 

aperture of the source. As a result, the H or D ions form a low energy 

(300 eV) divergent beam. Before these negative ions are accelerated to a 

much higher energy ( >200 keV), some scheme must be introduced to transport 

the beam from the source exit to the accelerator without distorting phase 

space. Beam guiding by means of axial magnetic fields has been attempted. 2  

Current produced cusp and surmac fields have also been proposed for guiding 

plasmas into confinement devices. 3 ' 4  In this paper, an experimental investigation 

of beam guiding by permanent magnets is presented. Results show that some 

magnet arrangements can transport a low-energy divergent hydrogen beam quite 

efficiently. 

I. Single Particle Consideration, 

Figure 1 shows the trajectory of a positively charged particle which 

travels with a velocity.v from a field-free region into a uniform B-field 

region. In Figs. 1(a) and (b), the B-field is pointing out of the paper 

-s 	_\ 

( + x direction). The resulting v x B force tends to deflect the particle 

back into the B = 0 region. The distance of penetration into the B-field 

area increases with an increase of the angle of incidence (which is defined 

as the angle between v and the boundary of the two regions). If a wall is 

located at a distance greater than the deepest penetration, which occurs at 
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normal incidence, the particle can return to the field-free region. 

In Figs. 1(c) and (d), the direction of the B-field is reversed 

- 	 .- 

( - x direction). The V. x B force deflects the same charged particle deeper 

into the B-field region. The, distance of penetration is a minimum at normal 

incidence, but it increases with decreasing angle of incidence. The deepest 

penetration now occurs during a glancing incidence (Fig. 1(d)), provided 

that the magnitude of the B-field is strong, otherwise the particle will be 

lost to the wall before it can return to the field-free region. Thus the 

direction of this B-field is not "favorable" for transporting a divergent 

beam of positive charged particles propagating in the z-direction. 

When permanent magnets are used to generate the multi-line-cusp 

fields along the beam edge, the effect on the motion of a charged particle 

is difficult to analyze due to the nonuniformity of the B-field. However, 

for some magnet geometries (such as the configuration shown in Fig. 4), 

it is possible to estimate the maximum distance of penetration of the beam. 

If A is the z-component of the vector potential that characterizes 

the B-field, m and q are respectively the mass and the charge of the particle, 

and the z-axis is the direction of symmetry for the line-cusp fields, then 

the canonical momentum along this direction P 	my + qA is conserved. In 

addition, the energy of the particle E = mv 2'/2 + q 	s aso aconstant of 

the motion. Assuming the scalar potential 4 = 0 everywhere, then a charged 

particle coming from the B = 0 region with P = 0 cannot reach regions where 

A > (2mE)1/2/q. On the other hand, a particle originating from the field- 

free region (A = 0) can have a maximum value of P = my. This particle cannot 

reach regions where A > (8mE)'2/q. Therefore if the vector potential A 

of the given magnet geometry is known, the regions that are accessable to 

5  the beam particle can-be found. 	 ' 
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In some magnet geometries, the line of symmetry is not along the 

direction of beam propagation. The reflection of charged particles by the 

B-field can be analyzed only by a computer. The ring-cusp magnet configuration 

shown in Fig. 7 has been studied in detail by Hooper 
6 
 and Rowlands. 7  It 

was found that a charged particle approaching the cusp fields in a glancing 

collision experiences an alternating B-field with amplitude slowly decreasing 

in time. If the field becomes strong enough, the particle will reverse its 

directionand return towards the axis. As far as beam guiding is concerned, 

this geometry yields no distortion in phase space. It operates on a second 

order effect and therefore is independent, of charge. 6  

II. Experimental Apparatus 

A schematic diagram of the experimental arrangement is shown in Fig. 2. 

The apparatus has three components; an ion source, an extraction system, and 

a drift pipe. The ion source is a water-cooled cylindrical stainless steel 

chamber (20-cm diameter by 28 cm long) with the open end enclosed by a three-

grid extraction system. The chamber is surrounded externally by 10 columns of 

samarium cobalt magnets (Bmax 
7 

4 kG) to generate a line-cusp configuration 

for primary electrons and plasma confinement. A hydrogen plasma is produced 

by primary ionizing electrons emitted from two 0.05-cm diameter tungsten 

filaments which are biased at -60 V with respect to the source chamber (anode). 

The ion beam is extracted by means of a standard Berkeley accel-decel 

electrode system with the first (plasma) grid masked down to an extraction 

area of 5 cm diameter. This plasma grid is connected to the negative terminal 

of the filament and is also biased at a positive potential Vb (300V) relative to 

ground. The center grid is biased at -60 V to extract the plasma ions and to 

retard any back-streaming electrons. The outermost grid is electrically 
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grounded. 

The drift pipe is a 15-cm diameter and 60 cm long thin-walled stainless 

steel cylinder. The beam collector is a 14-cm diameter circular copper plate 

with the center portion (5-cm diameter) covered by a second copper plate. Both 

copper collectors are mounted on a moveable shaft and are biased at +3 V with 

respect to the drift pipe (which is at ground potential) to retain the 

secondary electrons produced by the beam as it bombards the collectors. The 

beam current at the center or outer collector is measured by a X-Y recorder. 

The effect on the beam current from mounting samarium cobalt magnets on the 

external surface of the pipe has been investigated. 

III. Experimental Results 

In the experiment, the source plasma was operated at an over-dense 

condition with Vb = 325 V. As a result, the extracted ion beam had a large 

angle of divergence. The gas pressure in the system was kept at 1 x 10 

Torr so that neutralization of the beam in the drift pipe region could be 

minimized. Figure 3 shows the beam current at the center and outer copper 

plates as a function of collector position when there were no magnets on the 

drift pipe. the beam current at the center collector 'in drops monotonically 

as z increases from 8 to 60 cm. However, the current to the outer collector 

'out goes up as z increases, reaching a maximum at z 22 cm, and then 

decreases gradually. Since the beam is divergent, 'out increases as the outer 

collector .starts to intercept the beam. As soon as the beam strikes the wall 

of the drift pipe, the beam current received by the outer collector will 

decrease. The position where I 	reaches a maximum then corresponds to the out 

location where the beam starts hitting the wall. In order to study the effect 
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of beam guiding by surface magnetic field s,the permanent magnets are mounted 

starting at z22 cm on the drift pipe. 

Four different magnet configurations have been tested. In the 

arrangement shown in Fig. 4, six columns of magnets are used to produce 

line cusps parallel to the direction of beam propagation. According to the 

charged particle trajectories shown in Fig. 1, one can conclude that half 

of the cusp field will tend to deflect the positive ion beam outward to 

the pipe-wall. The other half of the cusp field will deflect the ions 

inward. On the average, I 
in 
 is almost the same for the case with or with-

out magnets. In the region where the outer, collector is located, the ions 

have a larger angle of incidence. The B-field with the favorable direction 

may not be strong enough to turn the ions (B 	= 350 G). Consquently more max 

ions will be lost, resulting in a drop of I. In fact for this magnet 

geometry, the total current I = I. + I 	is less than the case when there 
t 	in 	out 

areno magnets.  

In the arrangement of Fig. 5, twelve line cusps are formed parallel 

to the beam. The magnitudeof the B-field with an unfavorable direction is 

increases to a maximum of 2.5 kG by decreasing the separation between every. 

two other magnet columns. However, the B-field with the favorable direction 

now drops to a maximum of 150 G. The data,shows that there is no increase 

in I 	, but I. increases slightly. Overall the total beam current I 
out 	in 	 t 

increases by approximately 10% over the case with no magnets. 

In Fig. 6, the magnet columns are oriented with opposite polarity 

facing one another. The unfavorable B-field that exists between two magnets 

is short-circuited through a strip of soft iron. Only the B-field that has 

the favorable direction extends into the drift pipe. However, this B-field 
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does not penetrate very far and its magnitude is only 120 G at the wall. 

As a result, there is no improvement on I. . But I 	in this case exceeds 
in 	out 

that when there are no magnets. An average increase of approximately 16% in 

is observed with this geometry. 

Figure 7 shows six rings of permanent magnets mounted normal to the 

beam in alternating polarity with a cusp spacing = 5..cm.In this configuration, 

both I. and I 	are found to be higher than when no magnets are used. In 
in 	out 	 - 

fact, at a distance of 58 cm from the extraction grids, an increase of 75% in 

is obtained. Thus when permanent magnets are used for transporting low-

energy divergent beams, this multi-ring-cusp configuration is far superior 

to the other geometries tested. This result is consistent with the computer 

calsulation reported by Hooper and Rowlands. 6 ' 7  
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Figure Captions 

Fig. 1 Reflection of a. charged particle by a uniform magnetic field. 

Fig. 2 Schematic diagram of the experimental apparatus. 

Fig. 3 Ion beam current versus collector position without the presence 

of permenent magnets on the drift pipe. 

Fig. 4 Ion beam current versus collector position with (A R •) and 

without (A 	0 ) 6 magnet columns on the drift pipe. 

Fig. 5 Ion beam current versus collector position with (A a •) and 
without (A 0 0 ) 12 magnet columns on the drift pipe. 

Fig. 6 Ion beam current versus collector position with (A a 	) and 

• without (A 0 0.) 16 magnet columns on the drift pipe. 	• 

Fig. 7 Ion beam current versus collector position with (A 0 •) and 

without (A EJ 0) 6 rings of permanent magnets on the drift pipe. 
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